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Sepura is a global leader in 
the design, manufacture and 
supply of TETRA and DMR digital 
radios, systems and applications 
for business and critical 
communications.

A market leader in over 30 countries, we’re at the 
forefront of digital radio technology, and trusted 
by globally recognised entities such as FIFA, CERN, 
Disney, Audi and Shell, as well as some of the 
world’s most prestigious public safety 
organisations. 
 
From TETRA to DMR, our complete solutions 
encompass rugged and reliable radios; a network 
that’s solid, powerful and easy to deploy; 
applications to boost organisational efficiency; and 
one of the broadest ranges of support tools and 
accessories on the market. 
 
To find out more, please visit www.sepura.com
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eXTRAS
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

›	Modular and scalable deployments with  
 high availability 

›	Full IP-based architecture

›	Redundancy for base station, switches and gateways

›	Open system architecture, software interfaces/API

›	Network connection via E1, ISDN, IP or Fibre

›	Communications flexibility through the provision of  
 gateways to IP, SIP, ISDN, analogue radio and GSM

›	Enhanced control and monitoring

Secure and easy to deploy, the eXTRAS TETRA system 
uses Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) flexible soft-switch 
technology to switch voice and data traffic. 
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The FTS100 central controller manages several central tasks  
of the TETRA infrastructure:

›	Call control (call setup/call termination)

›	Mobility management

›	Distribution of network-wide status information

›	 Interface to the gateway servers which can be  
 co-located with the FTS100

eXTRAS FTG64 GATEWAYS  
(PSTN/SDS/PACKET DATA)

eXTRAS FTG64 provides a set of open standards-based 
gateways for voice and data: 

›	Dispatcher

›	PSTN or PABX or mobility

›	VoIP/SIP

›	Analogue radio

›	SDS

›	Packet data

eXTRAS FTS100 SWITCHING  
INFRASTRUCTURE

eXTRAS FTS100 provides the centralised IP-based TETRA 
switch infrastructure for interconnecting multiple base 
stations and external connectivity to third-party systems.

The IP-based eXTRAS system architecture consists of 
decentralised base stations connected over an IP-based  
TETRA network.
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eXTRAS
SOLO BASE STATION 

›	Small and compact

›	  Low energy consumption (130W)

›	  End-to-end and Air Interface encryption

›	Extended fall-back mode and duplicated user database

›	Conforms to all relevant ETSI-Standards and  
 TIP specifications

›	 Instant coverage solutions 

A compact, single carrier TETRA base station, the Solo offers 
spectrum-efficient IP connectivity and low power consumption. 
It can operate in stand-alone mode or as part of a network.

Easy to transport and install, this 25W (at the duplexer) base 
station can be linked to another Solo to create a two-carrier  
base station, or to a Sepura FR400 base station to provide a cost-
effective network extension.

With a comprehensive set of applications (call logging, 
dispatcher, AVL, voice recording) and a full suite of gateways 
(SDS, packet data, telephony), it also has a selection of i/o lines 
(two in, four out) for interconnectivity with external systems  
and devices.
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Compact, modular and with a rich 
array of features, the FR400 is a high-
performance, fully-featured 25W 
TETRA base station.

Supporting up to eight transceivers, 
it can operate as part of a networked 
configuration, where it can provide a single cell fall-back 
operation, even when isolated from the rest of the network.  
It can also be deployed  in stand-alone mode. 
 
With a number of redundancy options, redundant backhaul  
and hot-swap modules to facilitate swift maintenance, the FR400 
also has secondary control channel capability (C-SCCH) and 
spatial diversity and equalisation. It also provides encryption 
options, supported by a full key management capability.
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eXTRAS
FR400 BASE STATION

›	  Output: 25W per carrier (at duplexer); 40W per carrier  
(at base station)

›	Fully IP compatible

›	Receiver equalizer and spatial diversity

›	  Extended fall-back mode 

›	Standard 19” rack mounting
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SICS-NET
VISUALISE & DISPATCH

›	Multi-group patch and multi-group select capabilities

›	Dynamic Group Number Assignment (DGNA)

›	Man-Down, Lone Worker and emergency notifications

This multi-agency dispatch system allows operators to track 
vehicles and personnel, visualise location via building and 
street maps, and communicate with field-based personnel 
using a combination of voice and data.

User-friendly and with a highly intuitive graphical user 
interface, SICS-NET also offers:

The SICS-NET Visualise application – featuring configurable 
reporting rates, zoom and shift functions for map positioning 
and OpenStreetMap support – enables users to track valuable 
assets and manage personnel effectively. It is optimised for the 
transmission of GPS data from hand-held or mobile terminals 
and indoor location information from STProtect beacons.
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SICS – DTT
DESKTOP TETRA TERMINAL

›	Simple installation and configuration 

›	Seamless integration of SDS and text messages

›	Ethernet LAN connected, with Wi-Fi connectivity option

 

Compact, with an intuitive graphical user interface, the 
Desktop TETRA Terminal (SICS-DTT) enables a user outside 
coverage areas, or in areas of restricted coverage, to 
communicate with other TETRA radio users.

SICS-DTT operates on Microsoft Windows 7 and 8 and 
features a 10.4” TFT LCD touchscreen monitor, illuminated 
PTT button and integrated gooseneck microphone with echo 
cancellation. The flexible user interface adapts to various 
screen sizes, allows customised layouts and enables switching 
of language or display schema during normal operation.
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CENTRAL VOICE 
RECORDER
The Central Voice Recorder runs on a separate server and 
records all voice communication on the network as TETRA 
coded speech, to minimise storage requirements. 

Recorded voice calls can be replayed by a client, which can  
be installed on any PC connected to the network.
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The Network Management System (NMS) enables the 
configuration and management of the TETRA system, 
monitoring network elements such as the base station,  
gateway, external alarms and power supply units.

The NMS supplies several software tools for operation  
and maintenance:

›	Configuration management

›	Software management

›	Subscriber management

›	Fault management

›	Performance management

›	Security management

eXTRAS
NETWORK  
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 





DMR
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TIER II
CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In use in over 100 countries, DMR is the world’s most widely-
adopted two-way digital radio technology. The DMR standard 
operates within the existing 12.5 kHz channel spacing 
frequently used within the PMR market, but achieves two voice 
channels through two-slot TDMA technology.

Available in both UHF and VHF frequency bands, our DMR 
range guarantees high-performance communication on a 
worldwide open standard. 
 
TIER II DYNAMIC  
 
Tier II Dynamic supports efficient use of RF spectrum 
by automatically determining which timeslot to use for 
broadcasting a call. Timeslots can be allocated in several ways:

›	Free slot

›	Preferred timeslot (if free)

›	Fixed timeslot 
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SITE LINK 
 
Site Link expands the capability of your system, allowing you to 
talk effortlessly to colleagues on different frequency bands or at 
remote locations, country- or even worldwide.

Linking up to 32 repeaters via a standard IP network, Site Link 
dramatically extends the coverage of your DMR Tier II system 
across single or multiple locations. Easy to deploy, it’s also an 
efficient method of providing coverage in black spots. 

On enabled radios, roaming is automatic and allows workers 
to move seamlessly between sites with no need to change 
talkgroup or channel.
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SBR8000
REPEATER

Providing a robust core for your DMR network, the SBR8000 
supports two simultaneous voice or data paths in digital mode, 
doubling capacity without additional equipment; dynamic 
mixed mode capability makes migration to digital simple by 
automatically switching between analogue and digital modes.

Additionally, the SRB8000 offers easy installation and an  
IP interface for linking sites, programming or providing an  
AIS gateway.

›	40/45W power options

›	   Built-in power supply

›	Compact (3U); rack- or wall-mountable

›	TDMA technology provides twice the calling capacity  
 on a single licence

›	   Analogue mode supports CTCSS and DCS codes

›	   IP connection permits programming changes and 
upgrades on remotely located repeaters
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SICS eXpress
DISPATCHER

SICS eXpress is a voice and data dispatcher for use with 
Sepura’s DMR family of products. Powerful and effective, it 
offers an intuitive user interface giving the operator access to 
status updates, optional resource location and mapping, and 
integrated emergency procedure look-ups.

›	AVL and APL with up-to-date online maps

›	Configuration and management of terminals in the field

›	Comprehensive call management 

›	   Customisable interface
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TIER III
TRUNKED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Providing cost-effective, scalable trunking, our DMR Tier III 
system offers a complete, best-in-class solution – ensuring 
reliable, spectrum-efficient communication, no matter how large 
or small the organisation. 
 
A fully-trunked network with a dedicated control channel 
provides a range of features not attainable with proprietary 
systems, such as access control, call queuing, priorities, efficient 
call handling, registration and authentication.

›	Up to 50,000 subscriber terminals

›	Up to 1000 sites

›	Up to 32 channels per site

›	Modern all-IP design

›	AIS interface for application integration

›	SIP option for easy connection to telephone networks

›	Distributed architecture eliminates single points of failure

›	Built-in call logging

›	Web-based network management software
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ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL MIGRATION

Perfect for users migrating to Tier III from legacy systems, 
including MPT1327, our tailor-made solutions, powered  
by innovative technology from Fylde Micro – part of the  
Sepura group and one of the world’s most successful trunked  
radio network developers – provide a cost-effective way  
of maintaining smooth communication throughout the  
upgrade process.  
 
For more details, please visit sepura.com/dmr



TIER III
BASE STATION

The Tier III base station consists of SRB8000 repeaters (VHF 
or UHF) equipped with enhanced Tier III functionality and a 
site controller to provide a full trunked solution and a simple 
upgrade path for organisations already using a Tier II system.

Sepura Tier III base stations can be scaled to meet all 
requirements from small, low-capacity single channel sites (two 
timeslots) to high-capacity requirements on multiple sites, with 
up to 16 channels (32 timeslots) per site.
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SYSCON
NETWORK MANAGEMENT

SYSCON is a dedicated application used to configure the  
Tier III controllers and regional control servers. The application 
also supports:

SYSCON runs on a dedicated off-the-shelf server connected to 
the same IP network as the Tier III system. Only one copy of the 
application is required, and the system will continue to function 
even if SYSCON is removed. Configuration is carried out from 
any point on the network via a browser interface; there is no 
additional software to install on client PCs.

›	multi-level user access 

›	multi-platform user interface including smart-phone and tablet

›	 in-depth control of subscriber and groups

›	configuration of call timers and queuing

›	master validation database for all radios/sites

›	definition of numbering schemes

›	call logging and records of radio and talk-group use

›	system alarms, monitoring repeater and controller status

›	 integrated call analysis and reporting
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VOICE RECORDING
MISSION CRITICAL LOGGING  

Our voice recording systems support the recording of DMR Tier 
III trunked radio traffic, offering outstanding flexibility and ease 
of use, with a choice of advanced capability remote software or 
convenient touch-screen front panel operation.  
 
Call records are stored in a state-of-the-art SQL relational 
database. The logging systems feature an embedded Linux 
operating system for maximum reliability and compatibility  
with your existing infrastructure. 
 
The loggers include an internal RAID array of hard disk drives for 
reliability and redundancy. A range of storage sizes is available 
up to 12 terabytes, allowing recording of up to 2 million hours  
of voice traffic.
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›	RF planning:  

 - Coverage prediction 

 - RF spectrum calculations

 - Capacity requirements (number of carriers and overall  
system capacity)

›	Site survey: determining appropriate equipment and  
 its location for new installations or migration of an  
 existing system 
 
›	Licensing: according to specific country or in-house   
 requirements 
 
›	 Infrastructure design topography: defining hardware   
 requirements

In close collaboration with you and your site planners, we can 
offer the expertise to define your network requirements and 
ensure effective coverage:

NETWORK  
PLANNING 
AND COVERAGE PREDICTION
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›	System optimisation

›	Radio configuration

›	Fleet-mapping

›	Engineer training

›	End-user training

Working in conjunction with your system architects, site  
planners or deployment team, we can offer expert guidance  
to help you achieve the smooth and successful implementation 
of your network.

Services include:

NETWORK 
COMMISSIONING AND DEPLOYMENT
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POST-INSTALLATION
SUPPORT, SERVICES AND TRAINING 

›	24-hour monitoring 

›	Upgrades

›	Repairs

›	Support services

›	Consultancy

We offer a comprehensive network management capability –  
a cost-effective option that allows you to focus on the needs  
of your organisation.

Our flexible packages can be tailored to individual requirements 
and give swift access to experienced personnel with unrivalled 
knowledge and understanding.
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